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After Tuesday’s rain the woods felt like a tropical forest.
Most flowering was over but bumble bees were still visiting a
small patch of Himalayan balsam. Earlier, there was a profusion
of foxglove, dog rose and bramble flowers.
Unfortunately, we had 2 wet Saturday mornings for the bird
walks lead by Paul Medforth. Thankfully enough leaf cover was
out to protect us and the birds from the worst of the April rain.
The bluebells were fully out quite early this year so just slightly
passed their best for Julie Riley’s bluebell walk. Thanks to both
for leading the walks.
Apologies for not celebrating 25 years of FEW in 2018. In 1993
we were one of the first friend’s groups to be set up in Sheffield.
We will celebrate 10 years of the Discovery Centre in 2021.
Marilyn Small
01142367549 mhs1910@gmail.com
FRIENDS OF ECCLESALL WOODS AGM
Tuesday 19th November at 7pm
at The Woodland Discovery Centre Ecclesall Woods
Illustrated Talk by Dave Aspinall at 7pm- Sheffield Trees and Woodlands
Dave Aspinall is the Countryside Manager and has responsibility for managing
council woodlands -balancing long term aims with immediate threats.
Incidentally a recent survey based on international criterion estimated that there are
about 4.5 million trees within Sheffield’s boundaries.
Followed by refreshments and AGM
We are very sorry that Irene May has had to stand down from the committee and we
thank her for her work and support. Sue Douglas, a member of the ecology group, has
agreed to join the committee.

Other Events in the Woods
• Saturday 14th September 2019 at 9.30 am

Bird walk with Jim Clarke
Meet outside the Discovery Centre
Free for FEW members
Contact Phil May to be sure of a place on 07922 459 597
£3.00 for non members
Numbers will be limited
• Saturday 5th October 2019 at 10.30am -3.30pm

Sorby UK Fungus Day: a drop in family event with displays,
activities and a fungus trail based at the Discovery Centre

• Saturday 19th October2019 at 1.00 pm -5.00pm

Tree and Plant Photography Course led by Fran
Halsall (landscape photographer) Cost £25
For more details see the web site
www.sheffieldwoodlandconnections.co.uk
or contact franhalsall@googlemail.com

• Sunday 1st November 2019 10am -4pm

Open Day at the Discovery Centre
More details of activities and walks to follow

• Wood run continues on Thursday mornings at 9.30 from the Discovery Centre
• Craft courses Check up on availability from the website

www.ecclesallwoodscraftcourses.co.uk. Gift vouchers are available

News from the groups, rangers and woodcraft team
Sue Jackson continues to record the state of the Donkey
Field. This year mowing in the grassed areas was to be
left until the autumn after seeds have ripened and growth
has ceased, however, it was decided to mow in July once
we had seen which grass seeds and flowers were present.
The rangers will spread cut grass in August from
Beauchief which will have more flower seed to increase
the bio diversity
The Ecology group has continued to monitor the fenced
areas.
A photo showing the difference between the fenced area
and adjacent unfenced area prompted further enclosure.
Fencing should not be seen as a permanent feature
but will remain while this area also recovers.
Ash die back in the Donkey field?
The heron nest sites were well occupied but Phil May was unable to arrange ringing
of the chicks. 18 new nest boxes were put up in the bird sanctuary. 14 were occupied
and 66 new birds hatched, mostly great tits and blue tits.
Ranger Matt and Phil are still hoping for a return of willow tits. Courtesy of the
Woodland Trust hedging will be planted in November, near the nest boxes, to provide
some low level cover.
Unfortunately our Newts and Frogs sign was vandalised. There are now plans to
totally enclose Collier’s pond but with a gate so children can still pond dip.

Work has been done on 2 bridges including a
complete remake of a bridge over Limb brook.
Another bridge was damaged when 2 large
stones escaped from an adjacent property and
rolled into the stream.

On holiday, I came across a tree with remembrance labels hanging from it. I am not
suggesting we should have such a tree but unfortunately the footpath group found
Ecclesall Woods’ alternative, a holly tree with 40 black bags hanging from it. These
were removed. When the group returned a few weeks later they found another
89bags-69 which had been lobbed on to the tree and 20 which had fallen through. 3
are left because they are too high to reach.There is a black litter bin not very far away.

Work continues on the ex sawmill site. The storage area is being moved from an
area above the car park to a disused area of the sawmill in between the workshops
and the road. Cranes will be brought in to move some portacabins. Incidentally, the
site has had a chequered industrial past with a small amount of topsoil or hardcore
covering previous unrecorded dumpings of rubble and concrete.
The footpath group will work with the woodcraft team in the autumn to extend
coppiced areas in wood 1 and keep other coppiced areas under control. The group has
other plans including pruning lower branches of some holly trees to allow more light
in to struggling bluebells.

Gales are the final straw for some
of our trees. This beech just off the
main path is going to be left in place.
Some dead trees, which have been
left as trunks, are now sprouting
some great bract fungi.

Has anyone seen a Sanicle this year?

